Beit Oleh America Netanya AACI Tiyulim 2018

Dream A Dream
Wednesday 24 October
Guide: Dani Margolis

Of my Kinneret,
Oh my Kinneret.
Did you exist?
Or did I dream a dream.
Rachel Bluwstein

Our October tiyul will follow the footsteps of Israeli poets and poetry about Israel.
Susan Olsburgh, who leads our monthly Poetry meetings at Netanya AACI will
accompany the tour.
After a short stop on our way out of Netanya we head north to S’dot
Yam to hear about Hannah Senesh. We will continue on to the Kinneret
Courtyard (Hatzer Kinneret), the beating heart of the Second Aliyah at
the turn of the 20th century. Young people fleeing from pogroms arrived
in a desolate country with the cherished dream of establishing a national
home for the Jewish people by the work of their own hands. From these
humble beginnings, but based on the firm principles of self-reliance, equality, social justice
and co-operation, the Yishuv emerged as the cornerstone of the Kibbutz and Moshav
Movements which became the foundations of the emerging new State.
A short distance from the Courtyard is the Kinneret Cemetery where many pioneers and
leaders of the Labour movement are buried, including Berl Katznelson, Moses Hess and
Nachman Syrkin. Located on the shore of the lake, many come here to pay homage to the
Hebrew poet, Rachel Bluwstein, and musician and songwriter, Naomi Shemer.
After our lunchbreak, there will be a short poetry session, inspired by the poets featured in
our day.
On our way home we will visit Binyamina to hear about Ehud Manor.
Price does not include lunch – bring your own or buy at one of the eateries at our lunch
stop at Semach.

Cost AACI Members: NIS 210
After 13 September NIS 220
Depart: Kikar 8.00am,Young Israel 8.10am
Return: Approx. 6.30pm
All Tiyulim fees include a NIS 20 cancellation fee. There is an additional fee of NIS 20 for non-members

To register please contact our Box Office 09 8330950
boxoffice@netanyaaaci.org.il
For more details of our programs and activities please check out our website

www.netanyaaaci.org.il

